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1. GENERAL RULES 

1.1 Civil Status Registration System 

1.1.1 Type of civil status registration system 

Event-based registration system; 

Person-based registration system; or 

Central popular register 

	 Any other relevant information. 

Latvia’s civil status records are based on a central population register. However the 
system also has event and person based systems’ characteristics. Civil status events are 
either recorded by General Registry offices (hereafter – GR offices) of local governments, 
clergymen or alternatively Latvian representations or consular services in other countries 
where they occur in two hard copies. The first copies of the registers are stored in GR 
offices or at the congregations where the marriage was solemnised. The second copies of 
the registers are sent to the Central Statistical Bureau (CSB), which in the end of the year 
forwards these records relating to changes to the civil status of a person to the General 
Registry Department (hereafter – GR Department) of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) for 
checking and storage. The Republic of Latvia representations in foreign countries use the 
same process for their second copies, while the first copies are sent to the GR Department 
for checking, and then to Riga City GR office for storage. 

The Civil Status Documents Law1 (hereafter – CSDL), which entered in force 15 May 2005, 
sets out the procedures for registration and keeping of civil status documents – marriage, 
birth and death as well as the related responsibilities and supervision structures for the 
various institutions involved. The Cabinet Regulation No. 9042 issued in line with the 
Section 4(4) of the aforementioned Law, regulates civil status document registration 
procedures in more detail, provides examples of the civil registry documents (content of 
marriage, birth and death certificates and their visual samples), record keeping procedures 
and deadlines, as well as procedures for document renewal, additions and corrections, and 
annulment of faulty or repetitive register entries. 

1.1.2 Organisation 

•	 Briefly describe the hierarchical and practical organisation of the civil registration 
service at national and local level. Please specify if the registers are computer-
based, paper-based or computer assisted.  

According to the CSDL (Section 2), the State delegates the function of civil status 
registrars to GR offices established by local governments (to cover their respective 

1 Civil Status Documents Law of 17.03.2005 
2 Cabinet Regulation Nr 904 of 03.12.2005 
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territories). After co-ordination with the Minister for Justice, several municipalities may 
establish a joint GR office or establish several GR offices in one town or county3. 

After the 1999-2009 reform of regional administration, Latvia currently has 110 
municipalities (Latvian plural “novadi”) and nine larger republican cities (Latvian plural 
“republikas pilsētas”)4 – Daugavpils, Jēkabpils, Jelgava, Jūrmala, Liepāja, Rēzekne, Rīga, 
Valmiera and Ventspils. The total population of Latvia, according to the latest data was 
2,041,763 in 2012, of these a little less than 1.4 million lived in cities (1 million in and 
around the Riga region) and a bit over 600,000in rural localities5. There are four GR offices 
in the capital, one in each other republican city and the rest in the municipalities. 

Minister of Justice is responsible for the supervision of these GR offices with the 
cooperation of the GR Department of the MoJ. The Ministry’s GR Department supervises 
the correct application of the legislation regarding the registration of civil status 
documents and methodologically manages the GR offices of local governments. The local 
governments (i.e. the municipalities) control the financial and economic activities of their 
GR offices. 

In line with the CSDL and the Cabinet Regulation No. 904 the GR offices are the ones that: 

	 Register civil status events in two hard copy registers, assigning the same entry 
number for a particular event and filling in both copies simultaneously; 

	 Renew entries if a register stored at the GR office has been completely or 
partially destroyed (entries of the civil status documents registered in foreign 
states are renewed by the Riga City GR Office on the basis of a court 
judgment); 

	 Correct mistakes in entries and enter missing information upon request of the 
interested persons, if it has a sufficient basis and if the referred to persons are 
not in dispute;  

	 Cancel entries of a register on the basis of a court judgement, and entries that 
have been incorrectly renewed or made repeatedly – on the basis of an opinion 
of the GR Department of the MoJ; and 

	 Upon a request of a person, issue a new marriage, birth or death certificate 
(adding a note of this in the relevant entry of the register). 

As mentioned, GR offices keep two hard copies of each register, filling in each entry in the 
two hard copy registers simultaneously. Each type of duplicate register has its own 
separate numbering that starts with a first number and continues throughout a calendar 
year. GR offices archive the first copy of the registers in their premises (stored in the order 
of their numbering in fire-safe boxes or shelves), while the second copy is first transferred 
to the CSB and then to the GR Department of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) for checking 
and storage. 

In line with the Cabinet Regulation No. 904 (Section 18) birth, death and marriage cannot 
be registered in one room simultaneously. In line with Section 83 of the Regulation, the 
registers are bound into books in the order of their numbering and birth, death and 

3 In 2011, in Latvia were 110 region’s and 9 cities’ Registry Offices 
4 Law on Administrative Territories and Populated Areas of 18.12.2008 
5 Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia 
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marriage registers must be bound into separate books. GR offices also have a computer-
based system for preparing civil status records. 

For the marriages that have been solemnised by clergymen of certain confessions 
(indicated in the Civil Law, Section 51), the first copy of the register is stored at the 
relevant congregation. The second copy is sent to the CSB, which at the end of the year 
sends it to the GR Department of the MoJ for examination and storage. 

In line with the CSDL, Section 2(2), diplomatic and consular representations of the 
Republic of Latvia in foreign states also have the right to perform the registration of civil 
status documents of citizens and non-citizens of Latvia residing in foreign states if such 
citizens or non-citizens have presented a personal identification document issued in the 
Republic of Latvia. Also these registers are prepared in two hard copies – at the end of the 
yearly quarter the first is sent to the GR Department via the Consular Department to 
examine and transfer such register to the Riga City GR office for storage and the second 
copy is sent to the CSB, which at the end of the year transfers this register to the GR 
Department for archiving. 

Following Section 8(2) of the CSDL, a GR office must immediately inform the Consular 
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) regarding the registration of a fact of a 
marriage entered into by a foreigner (except persons who have been recognised as 
stateless persons in the Republic of Latvia) and the fact of a birth or death.  

The Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 11, further specifies that a foreigner can register 
civil status act in her or his country’s diplomatic or consular representation. However, if 
this is not possible, the act is registered in a Latvian GR office. Further, in line with Section 
72 of the Regulation, if the fact of foreigner’s death is registered in the Republic of Latvia, 
the documents attesting foreigner’s ID are forwarded to the Consular department of the 
MFA. 

Under the supervision of Ministry of Interior, the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs 
is responsible for assigning an individual personal identity number and including 
information about a person in the Population Register. 

1.1.3 Accessibility 

 Is the information on the organisation of the civil registration system and the 
individual procedures (about registering an event, accessing information, etc.) 
easily available? 

 Is it available also in a language different from the national language? 

Information regarding the individual procedures as well as the organisation of the civil 
registration system can be easily found online in the www.latvija.lv portal. The website 
was launched in August 2006 and is maintained by the State Regional Development 
Agency6. One of aims of the portal is to provide people in Latvia and abroad with access to 
Internet resources of Latvian state institutions. 

6 https://www.latvija.lv/EN/WebLinks/portal/kontakti.htm 
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Some information online is also available in English and Russian. At the desk level there is 
no legal obligation to provide assistance in any other language than Latvian. In the 
Municipalities of the biggest cities people speaking all three languages (i.e. Latvian, 
Russian and English) might be available and in the Municipalities where the share of 
Russian speakers is higher services are provided in Latvian and Russian. 

However, the only official language in the country is Latvian and therefore all civil status 
acts are performed in Latvian language and the information in the Register must be 
written in Latvian7. If a person wishes, her or his name(s) and family name(s), as 
indicated in their personal identification document, can also (i.e. in addition) be recorded 
in Roman alphabet imitating the original form of the foreign language8. 

1.1.4 Notion of civil status 

 What does the notion of “civil status” encompass?  

 Which events are considered to be “civil status event”? Please list. 

The notion of what constitutes civil status is defined by the CSDL that regulates “legal 
relations in the field of the registration of civil status documents – marriage, birth and 
death.”9 

According to Section 42 of the CSDL, the entries of civil status registers and the 
documents certifying registration issued on the basis thereof (i.e. birth, marriage and 
death certificates) prove the entering into of a marriage, a fact of birth and death 
respectively, as well as any other information indicated in the entries of the civil status 
registers. The registered facts may be disputed in court. 

1.1.5 Notion of authentic act 

 What does the notion of “authentic act” encompass (if applicable)? 

The notion of “authentic document” is defined by the Cabinet of Ministers Instruction No. 
1210 as “an identity document or a certificate of authority, a visa, an imprint of a stamp or 
seal issued by an authorised institution”. The CSDL and the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, 
regulating the issuing of civil status certificates, do not include the definition of what 
constitutes an “authentic document”, nor do they refer to the Cabinet Instruction No. 12. 

It is hence implied that all civil status documents issued by “an authorised institution” in 
line with the rules and procedures laid down by the law are authentic documents. The 
CSDL and the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, however, also lay down specific procedures and 
rules, outlined below, that are intended to ensure that the information entered into 
registers and certificates issued based on these register entries are correct. 

7 Section 2 (General questions), Cabinet Regulation No. 904 
8 Section 12, Cabinet Regulation No. 904 
9 Section 1, Civil Status Documents Law of 15.04.2005 
10 Cabinet Instruction No. 12 of 14 July 2009 
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In line with the CSDL, Section 43, the GR offices, based on the entries of civil status 
registers, issue marriage, birth and death certificates as well as true copies, extracts or 
statements from the entries of the registers.  

Following the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Sections 13-15, the state official that makes an 
entry in a register, reads the entry made out to the person who has announced the fact. If 
the reading is made to a person with visual impairment, a corresponding note is made in 
an additional section of the register. If an entry is made on deaf, mute or deaf-mute 
person, or a person who is analphabetic, this person needs to be accompanied by a person 
who can certify that the content of the register entry corresponds to the will of the person 
concerned, and a corresponding note is added to the register. If a person cannot sign, he 
or she can delegate the right to signature to another person, which has to be attested by 
the signatures of two witnesses. 

In line with Section 18 of the CSDL, when entering into a marriage, an entry must be 
made in the Marriage Register, signed by spouses, witnesses and the head of the GR 
office. The entry of the Register must be confirmed with a seal with the State coat of 
arms. If a marriage is solemnised by a minister of a religion recognised or accepted by 
law, the minister must sign the entry of the Register and the marriage certificate, 
confirming such signature with the seal of the congregation. Examples of the marriage 
certificate forms are annexed to the Cabinet Regulation No. 904 (Annex 8 Marriage 
certificate issued by the GR office and Annex 9 – by clergymen). 

In line with the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 45, a birth is registered by a GR 
office, on the day parents have informed the office of the fact. The GR office issues a 
corresponding birth certificate in the presence of the notifying person(s). An example of 
the certificate is attached to the Regulation (Annex 11). 

In line with Section 68 of the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, a GR office, upon receiving a 
written notification of the medical institution, makes a corresponding entry in the register 
and issues a death certificate. An example of the certificate is attached to the Regulation 
(Annex 14). 

Based on the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 5, civil status registry certificates are 
issued based on entries in the register – and the information in the certificate is based on 
the register entry. 

In line with Section 6, the empty civil status certificate forms are issued to the authorised 
persons at the Latvian representations and leaders of the congregations by the GR 
Department of the MoJ. The forms are passed on by the Consular Department of the MFA 
to the representations and by the heads of the congregations to clergymen11. 

1.1.6 Types of registers and registered events 

List the different types of civil status registers (if more than one).  

For each of the registers answer the following questions: 

11 Section 6, Civil Status Documents Law of 15.04.2005 
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	 What are the different categories of civil status events registered in each 
register? 

	 What are the items/particulars included in the register? 

	 Which authorities hold and keep the register? 

	 Which other authorities (if any) note or keep copies or transcriptions of the 
registers? 

	 Any additional information 

In line with the CSDL, Section 5, each GR office keeps a separate marriage, birth and 
death registers (filled in paper duplicates) in which, within the period of a single year 
marriages and notified facts of birth and death are registered in chronological order. 

At the end of the year, each GR office binds register journals and indicates the number of 
pages and entries12. The head of a GR office signs the certification inscription and 
approves the fastening of the ends of the strings with the seal of the GR office.  

As outlined above the first copy of each register (birth, death and marriage) is then 
archived at the local GR office13 and the other sent to the GR Department’s archive. 
Exceptions here are the GR offices in Riga that in the end of the calendar year sent the 
first copies of their registers to the Riga City GR office for storage. Also the GR offices that 
are not located in the administrative centre of their particular country send their first 
copies to the GR office that is located in the administrative centre of the county14. In both 
these cases the second copy is sent to the CSB, which at the end of the year sends it to 
the GR Department of the MoJ for examination and storage. 

As the first copies of the register are generally kept in the GR office where they were 
created, in the event a GR office receives an enquiry of a person living in their 
administrative area requesting a renewal of a registry entry, but this does not match the 
area where the record was originally made – the request is forwarded to the GR office 
where the original entry was made15. The renewed entry is then made in the 
corresponding register with the previous (original) number, adding a letter “A” to it16. 

Registers of birth (Chapter IV, CSDL) 

Items included in the Birth Register (CSDL, Section 24) are: 

	 The place, date and time of birth (if twins or multiple children have been born, 
each birth is registered individually and the sequence of births is indicated in 
the Register); 

12 One book of register cannot have less than 75 or exceed 250 entries (Regulation 904, Section 82).
 
13 The marriage also can be solemnised by clergyman, in that case the register is stored at the relevant
 
congregation.

14 In case of few entries during the year it is possible to compile registers of more than one calendar year.
 
15 Section 110, Civil Status Documents Law of 15.04.2005
 
16 Section 116, Civil Status Documents Law of 15.04.2005
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	 The given name and surname according to the Section 2917, personal identity 
number and sex of the child18; 

	 The given name, surname (also historic family name), personal identity 
number, age, place of residence, citizenship (nationality) and ethnicity (if 
parents wish and such ethnicity is indicated in the personal identification 
document) of the parents; if the parents wish – also their affiliation with a 
specific denomination, faith or association of a particular worldview. If the 
paternity of the child has not been acknowledged up to the registration of the 
birth of the child, the above listed information is entered only regarding the 
mother; and 

	 The given name, surname, place of residence and relation to the child of the 
person who notified regarding the birth of the child (father, mother, doctor, 
head of institution, etc.). 

The person who notified regarding the birth of a child and the head of a GR office sign the 
Birth Register. If a written notification of an institution has been received, it shall be 
indicated that an entry has been made on the basis of this notification. The Birth Register 
shall be approved with a seal with the State coat of arms. 

After a registered birth the GR office informs the Population Register at the Office of 
Citizenship and Migration Affairs about it and a corresponding record is made in the 
Population Register. 

Additions to the entry of Birth Register: 

	 Information regarding the father of the child if the paternity has been 
acknowledged, determined or paternity has been established according to the 
procedures specified in the Civil Law. 

	 Information if the following has been changed: the surname of a child is 
changed, one of the parents changes his or her surname, given name, entry of 
ethnicity or citizenship (nationality), personal identity number, as well as if the 
sex of the child is changed, the child is adopted, the entry regarding the mother 
or the father of the child is annulled by a court judgment, a court has revoked 
an adoption, the parents of a foundling have become known. 

Birth Register can be supplemented on the basis of the relevant submission, court 
judgement or administrative act. 

Registers of marriages (Chapter III, CSDL) 

Items included in the Marriage Register (CSDL, Section 19) are: 

	 The place of the entering into of a marriage (county, parish, town); 

17 The section stipulates that the family name of a child is recorded based that of the parents. If parents have 
different surnames, they can choose to indicate that of the mother or the father. If the paternity is not 
recognised until the fact of registration, mother’s surname is indicated. If parents cannot agree on a name or a 
family name this is determined by a decision of the Orphans' court. A child can have not more than two names; 
the main name is the one that is recoded first in the register.
18 If the child is stillborn or has died prior to the provision of a notification, name need not be written. In such 
case, the relevant notation shall be made in the entry. 
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	 The year, month and day of the entering into of the marriage; 

	 The given name, surname, personal identity number, marital status, place of 
residence, place or birth, year, month and day of birth, citizenship (nationality) 
and ethnicity of spouses (if the spouses wish and if such ethnicity is indicated in 
the personal identification document); 

	 Which marriage (by number) each spouse enters into (e.g. first, second, etc. 
marriage); 

	 If a spouse wishes – his or her affiliation with a specific denomination, faith or 
association of a particular worldview19; 

	 The place, year, month and day of the publication of the marriage; 

	 The surname of the spouse after the entering into of the marriage; and 

	 The given name, surname, personal identity number and the year, month and 
day of birth of witnesses. 

The form is signed and therefore the following parties declare that the marriage has been 
celebrated by: 

	 Spouses; 

	 Two witnesses; 

	 The head of GR office or a minister of a religion recognised or accepted by 
law20. 

Additions to the entry in the register of marriage21: 

	 The dissolution of a marriage, annulment of a marriage;  

	 The relevant information if one of the spouses changes his or her surname, 
given name, entry of ethnicity or citizenship (nationality). 

Registers of death (Chapter V, CSDL) 

Items included in the Death Register (CSDL, Section 36) are: 

	 The place, year, month, day and hour of death; 

	 The given name, surname, personal identity number, ethnicity, citizenship 
(nationality), occupation and the place of residence, as well as (if the spouse or 
other family member wishes) the affiliation of the deceased with a specific 
denomination, faith or association of a particular worldview; 

	 The place, year, month and day of birth of the deceased; 

19 The Law is not specific with regard to which religious denominations or worldviews can be listed. However, the 
Law on Religious Organisations of 10.10.1995, which regulates the work of religious organisations, is strongly 
based on Judeo-Christian traditions, activities and organisations e.g. only teachers from certain Judeo-Christian 
denominations: Evangelical Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Old-believer and Baptist Confession have the 
right to teach faith at schools. 
20 Cabinet Rules No. 425 of 15.05.2009 
21 The entry can be supplemented on the basis of a court judgement or administrative act 
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	 Marital status of the deceased (if the deceased was married - the given name 
and surname of his or her spouse), the given name and surname of the parents 
of the deceased; 

	 The cause of death22; and 

	 The given name, surname, personal identity number or the year, month and 
day of birth of the person who notified regarding the fact of death, as well as 
the relation of such person to the deceased. 

The person who notified regarding a fact of death and the Head of a GR office shall sign 
the Death Register. If a written notification of an institution has been received, it shall be 
indicated that an entry has been made on the basis of the relevant notification. The Death 
Register shall be approved with a seal with the State coat of arms. 

1.1.7 Registration of the main events 

List the different categories of civil status events. For each of the events answer the 
following questions: 

	 Who may or must apply for its registration?  

	 Which items/particulars are registered? 

	 By which authority and through which procedure can the event be registered? 

	 When the civil event happened abroad, is the event registered in a national 
register? (please specify under what conditions and whose responsibility it is to 
communicate the event to the national authority) 

	 Which authorities (national and foreign) are notified of the event? 

	 Which document(s) or any administrative formalities are needed? 

	 What are the costs and indicative time for each procedure? 

	 Any additional information. 

Information about new entries in civil status records are not transmitted directly to the 
authorities of EU Member States and such information is not received from the authorities 
of EU Member States. As outlined above, a specific civil status register of Latvia is only 
updated if the register was initially compiled in the particular register in Latvia. 

When the civil status is changed in another Member State, the person should inform the 
Latvian Population Register about the corresponding change of the register entry. In line 
with the Population Register Law23, Section 15(2), if a person who has Latvian nationality 
resides outside Latvia for a period exceeding six months, the person has a duty to notify 
the Office of the address of the place of residence thereof in the foreign country, as well as 

22 The Law is not specific on how the cause of death (one of the data entries in the Death register) is determined 
and by whom. Section 35 of the Law only states that a fact of death shall be confirmed by a certificate issued by 
a medical treatment institution regarding the occurrence of death, a court judgment regarding the determination 
of the fact of death or a declaration of a person as presumed dead, or a notification of rehabilitation institutions 
regarding the death of a repressed person.
23 Population Register Law of 24.09.1998 
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of other changes in the information included in the Register regarding himself or herself, 
his or her children who are under the age of 16 and regarding persons who are subject to 
the guardianship or trusteeship thereof (through the diplomatic or consular representation 
of Latvia), if these changes have been made in foreign institutions. 

A GR office shall immediately inform the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs regarding the registration of a fact of a marriage entered into by a foreigner 
(except persons who have been recognised as stateless persons in the Republic of Latvia) 
and the fact of a birth or death. 

1. Birth 

Declaration of birth 

According to the CSDL, Chapter IV, Section 22, the fact of birth has to be notified within 
one month to the GR office in the district of the birth or of the residence of one or both 
parents in oral or written form. According to Section 7 of the CSDL persons shall be held 
liable as specified by law for the provision of false information, as well as for a failure to 
notify a GR office regarding the facts of birth and death within the specified time period24. 

Section 28 of the CSDL states that if the notification is not done in the following three 
months, the fact of birth may be registered after the determination of the circumstances of 
the delay. In line with the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 62, if the fact of birth is 
registered with a delay, the parents or the persons who made the notification have to 
present a written explanation for the delay and a medical certificate attesting the birth. 

According to the CSDL, Section 23, it is the duty of parents to notify GR office about the 
fact of birth. The following persons in certain circumstances can or have the duty to notify 
the fact of birth (providing all the information necessary for the registration of the birth of 
a child in the notification): 

	 Other person authorised by parents (written form); 

	 Person who was present at child birth25, if both parents are deceased or the fact 
may not be notified due to other reasons; 

	 The head of a medical treatment institution has to notify in writing all births 
occurred in his institution; 

	 The head of a shelter or imprisonment has to notify in writing all births occurred 
in his institution26; 

	 The local government has to notify GR office in writing, if no person above has 
acted. 

Following the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 45-48, A GR office in the presence of 
parents, who have declared the fact of birth, registers it in the Birth register (example in 

24 Section 190.3 of the Latvian Administrative Violations Code states that in the case of failure to notify territorial 
offices of the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs in a timely manner regarding information to be included in 
the Population Register a fine in an amount from LVL 10 up to LVL 25 shall be imposed.
25 Midwife, doctor or other person being present 
26 The birth of the child and the presence of his or her parents in the place of imprisonment shall not be indicated 
in the Birth Register (CSDL, Section 23) 
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Figure 1 below – on the let) and issues a birth certificate (“dzimšanas apliecība” example 
in Figure 1 below – on the right). To declare the fact of birth, the following documents 
have to be submitted and presented: 

 Passports of both parents; 

 Parents’’ marriage certificate; 

 A medical certificate issued by a medical treatment institution; or  

 A medical certificate issued by a doctor that confirms the fact of birth. 

Figure 1: On the left - an example of an empty Birth register entry (Cabinet 
Regulation No. 904, Annex 10) and on the right – an example of an empty Birth 
certificate (Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Annex 11) 

When making a notification a declaration at the GR office, persons need to show a medical 
certificate issued by a medical institution or practitioner that attests the fact of birth, 
gender of the child, place and time of the birth as well as mother’s name and surname. If 
the birth has taken place on a transport vehicle, the birth fact is attested by the medical 
institution where the mother was examined after the birth. If the birth has taken place on 
a vessel, a certificate compiled by the captain, approved by his signature and stamp of the 
vessel, needs to be submitted to GR office. 

Following Section 26 of the CSDL a medical treatment institution has the duty to inform a 
GR office within three days if a child is stillborn or died at birth. The personal identification 
is assigned in the Birth Register and the notation “stillborn child” or “died at birth” is 
made. The registration of the fact of death is not registered. 
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The birth certificate indicates the following characters (Cabinet Regulation No. 904, 
Section 24): 

	 The given name, surname and personal identification number of the child; 

	 The place, year, month, day and hour of birth of a child; 

	 The given name, surname, personal identity number, nationality and ethnicity 
of the parents (if they wish and if the ethnicity is indicated in the personal 
identification document); and 

	 The place, year, month and day of the registration of the birth, as well as the 
number of the entry in the Birth Register. 

The Birth register entry is signed by the person who declared the fact of birth, and the  
Head of the GR office. If a GR office has received a written notification, it is indicated in 
the Register that the entry was made based on the corresponding notice. The entry is 
approved with a seal with the State coat of arms. 

Costs and indicative time 

Registration of the birth, stillbirth or a found child is free of charge. 

2. Marriage 

Main documents required to form a marriage file 

According to the Civil Law, Section 41, persons who intend to marry must submit a joint 
application to the GR office. The CSDL, Section 14, states that the application submitted 
must be accompanied by the following documents: 

	 Passport or an ID card; 

	 Persons who have been previously married have to present one of the following 
documents that declare that person is no more married: death certificate of the 
former spouse or divorce certificate, an extract or a statement from the entry of 
the divorce document, a legally valid court judgment with which the marriage 
has been dissolved or declared as annulled, an extract or a statement from the 
Marriage Register with a notation regarding such judgment; 

	 If the person who wishes to marry is a minor27 a written permission of the 
parents or the guardians of the minor, or of the relevant Orphan’s court shall be 
attached to a submission; 

	 A foreigner residing in Latvia legally at the time of the entering into marriage 
according to the Civil Status Document Law, Section 15, may enter into the 
marriage with any legally residing person in Latvia28, in addition person needs 
to provide a document issued by a competent authority of the relevant foreign 
state regarding the fact that no impediments exist for such person to enter into 

27 According to the Civil Law, Section 33 person who has attained 16 years of age may marry with the consent of 
his or her parents or guardians if he or she marries a person of age of majority. In Latvia the age of majority is 
18 years of age.
28 A citizen of Latvia or a non-citizen of Latvia, a foreigner who has a valid permanent residence permit, or a 
person who has been recognised as a stateless person in the Republic of Latvia and who has a valid temporary 
residence permit 
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a marriage in the Republic of Latvia, if it has not been specified otherwise in the 
international agreements, which have been approved by the Saeima (the 
Parliament of the Republic of Latvia). 

The application has to be published by posting a notice in the GR office where the 
application was submitted for the period of one month29. According to Section 13 of the 
CSDL the publication of a marriage prior to the entering into of the marriage is the 
competence of the GR office, which has received an application. During this month 
objections related to the legal impediments might be raised by persons whose rights are 
affected and/or by a prosecutor. 

If no objections have been raised, persons can enter into a marriage within six month 
period starting from the date when it became known that there were no impediments to 
the entering into the marriage30. 

Solemnisation of the marriage 

The civil marriage is solemnised by the Head of a GR office or a minister of a religion 
recognised by law31. 

According to the Section 18 of the CSDL, the future spouses have to be present in order to 
enter into the marriage. Also the presence of two witnesses of a legal age is required. 

When the marriage is solemnised in the GR office it is registered in the Marriage register 
and signed by both spouses, witnesses and the Head of the GR office and confirmed with 
the seal with the State coat of arms. 

When the marriage is solemnised by a minister of a religion recognised by law, the  
minister has to sign the entry of the register and the certificate of the marriage, 
confirming it with the seal of the congregation. 

A person who wishes to marry in a foreign state may receive a document certifying marital 
status at the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs or in a diplomatic or consular 
institution of the Republic of Latvia in a foreign state, if it has not been specified otherwise 
in international agreements (Section 14(4) of the CSDL). 

Immediately after the registration of the marriage in the Marriage register, a marriage 
certificate called “laulību apliecība”32 has to be issued (based on the register entry). 
Examples of the Marriage register entry and marriage certificate are presented in Figure 2 
below. 

29 As stated in the Civil Law, Section 45 (2), in urgent cases, having regard to the circumstances, the manager of
 
the GR office, at his or her discretion, may reduce the time period for the publication.

30 The Civil Law, Section 52.
 
31 The Civil Law, Section 51: “The marriage by the minister of the following denominations is allowed: the
 
Evangelical Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Old Believers, Methodist, Baptist, Seventh Day Adventist or
 
believers in Moses (Judaism)”.

32 The Civil Status Documents Law, Section 20.
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Figure 2: On the left - an example of an empty Marriage register entry (Cabinet 
Regulation No. 904, Annex 7) and on the right – an example of an empty 
Marriage certificate (Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Annex 8) 

The certificate of marriage indicates the following characters: 

	 The given name, maiden surname and marital surname, personal identity 
number of the spouses; 

	 The place and date of birth of the spouses; 

	 Nationality of the spouses and 

	 The place, year, month and the date of the entering into of the marriage as well 
as the number of the entry in the Marriage Register. 

Costs and indicative time 

The certificate is issued immediately after the registration of the marriage. 

State fee for registration of the marriage is 5.00 LVL33. Additional costs concerning the 
ceremony may apply (whether the GR office premises are used or not). 

33 1.00 LVL corresponds to 1.43 Euro. The state fee is refundable if the registration does not take place. 
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3. Death 

Declaration of death 

The fact of death has to be notified to the GR office34 within six days period from the day 
when death occurred or the deceased was found. 

The following persons have a duty to notify the GR office of the fact of death: 

 A spouse; 


 Other family members; 


 An owner of a residential unit or building; and 


 Any other person who was present at the time of a death or was otherwise
 
informed regarding an occurrence of death. 

If the above mentioned persons have not notified the fact of death, then according to the 
CSDL, Section 34, the following persons have to notify GR office in writing: 

	 The head or authorised person of a medical treatment institution, an old age 
home, a social house, a children’s home, a place of employment or a place of 
imprisonment; 

	 Local government; 

	 An investigative or inquiry institution (if an investigation or inquiry is conducted 
in relation to the death of a person). 

To register the fact of death in the Death register, one of the following documents must be 
submitted, confirming the fact of death: 

 A certificate issued by a medical treatment institution regarding the occurrence 
of death; 

 The passport of deceased person.  

 A court judgment regarding the determination of the fact of death; or 

 A declaration of a person as presumed dead; or 

 A notification of rehabilitation institutions regarding the death of a repressed 
person. 

The death certificate (“Miršanas apliecība”) indicates the following characters: 

 First name, last name, personal identification code; 


 The place, year, month and day of birth; 


 The year, month, day and hour of death; 


34 In the district where person has died or the deceased was found, or in the GR Office according to the last place 
of residence, or the district of the court that issued the declaration of the person as presumed dead or the 
determination of the fact of death is located. (CSDL, Section 33 (1)) 
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 The date and place when the fact is registered in the Death register; 


 Number of the entry; 


 Place of death; 


 The GR office where the registration was made; as well as  


 The date of issue and the signature of the Head of the GR office. 


Examples of the Death register entry and death certificate are presented in Figure 3 below. 

Figure 3: On the left - an example of an empty Death register entry (Cabinet 
Regulation No. 904, Annex 13) and on the right – an example of an empty Death 
certificate (Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Annex 14) 

Costs and indicative time 

The certificate is issued immediately after the registration of the fact of death and is free 
of charge. 

1.1.8	 Correction/cancellation/replacement/addition 

 Can changes be made to civil status registers? YES 
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Question Correction35 Cancellation36 Replacements37 Additions38 

By which authority? The GR office, after upon an The GR office, based on a If one or both copies The GR office, after upon 
application of the interested court judgement, or if double destroyed, by the GR office an application of the 
persons39 or incorrect entries were after the permission from the interested persons 

made GR Department (contacting 
GR Department’s Archive 
division, if also the second 
copy destroyed) 

Entries of the civil status 
documents registered in 
foreign states shall be 
renewed by the Riga City GR 
Office on the basis of a court 
judgment 

Who can ask for it? The Head of the GR office, Court judgment, the GR Person himself/herself, an The Head of the GR 
Person himself/herself, department if double or authorised person or a office, 
If dispute, on the basis of a court incorrect entries were made guardian, for a minor person Person himself/herself, 
judgment – parents, guardian, adoptive court judgment 

parents or court. A minor who 
has reached the age of 15, if 
s/he has personal ID 
document. 

Through which Application documents can be Entries of a register may be Submitted in person at the Entered in the section of 

35 Articles 95 to 101 D.P.R: n. 396/2000.
 
36 Article 95 D.P.R: n. 396/2000.
 
37 Article 109 D.P.R: n. 396/2000.
 
38 Article 109 D.P.R: n. 396/2000.
 
39 Corrections and additions can be made upon a submission of the interested person (which is any person which is older than 16 years of age or his/ her parents or
 
guardian). 
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Question Correction35 Cancellation36 Replacements37 Additions38 

procedure? submitted in person, by postal 
mail, by proxy through any third 
party, through consular offices. 

Which specific The GR office where civil status 
items/particulars may registers are located may correct 
be corrected/cancelled/ mistakes in entries upon a 
replaced or submission of the interested 
subsequently added? persons if it has a sufficient basis 

cancelled on the basis of a 
court judgment, but entries 
that have been incorrectly 
renewed or made repeatedly 
– on the basis of an opinion of 
the GR Department of the 
Ministry of Justice if there is 
no dispute regarding the 
correctness of such entries. 

Entries of a register may be 
cancelled on the basis of a 
court judgment, but entries 
that have been incorrectly 
renewed or made repeatedly 
– on the basis of an opinion of 
the GR Department of the 
Ministry of Justice 

-

If both copies of a register 
have been completely or 
partially destroyed, the GR 
office where the destroyed 
register was stored may 
renew the entries upon a 
request of the interested 
persons. 

Entries of the civil status 
documents registered in 
foreign states are renewed by 
the Riga City GR office on the 
basis of a court judgment.  

“additions” to the entries 
of the relevant register 
and signed by the person 
who requested additions 
to the entry and the head 
of a RG office. All 
additions to an entry of a 
register shall be 
approved with a seal with 
the State coat of arms. 

The GR office where civil 
status registers are 
located may enter 
missing information upon 
a submission of the 
interested persons if it 
has a sufficient basis. 

Which documents or Written opinion of the head of Court judgment or opinion of The fact that an entry has Written opinion of the 
formalities are needed?  the GR office, approved with the the GR Department (for been destroyed is certified by head of the GR office, 

signature and the seal with the double or incorrect entries) the GR Archive division. approved with the 
State’s coat of arms Renewal by GR office, upon signature and the seal 

written request of the with the State’s coat of 
interested persons. arms 
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Question Correction35 Cancellation36 Replacements37 Additions38 

A GR office certificate whose 
entry has not been previously 
renewed. 
To renew the certificate the 
personal data of the person 
whose record is renewed is 
requested through the 
application. 
Letter “A” is added to the 
renewed entry, which is 
logged under the old file 
number. 
The old place names and 
territorial divisions are used in 
the re-issued entry. 

Which specific events Changes in civil status, incorrect Double or wrong entries. If one or both registry Changes in civil status, 
or decisions can give entries made by GR offices documents are destroyed. incorrect entries made by 
rise to it?  Marriage certificates are GR offices 

renewed based on requests of 
one or both spouses, if these 
are dead, based on a court 
decision. 
Death certificate can be 
renewed based on a request 
of one of legatees. 
Birth certificate may be 
renewed based on parents, 
guardian’s request or 
institution’s request. 
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Question Correction35 Cancellation36 Replacements37 Additions38 

Under which The changes can be made upon Court judgment or opinion of 
conditions?  a submission of the interested the GR Department 

person if it has a sufficient basis 
and if the referred to persons are 
not in dispute. 

GR Department may allow 
substituting destroyed 
documents with true copies of 
the second copy. If both 
copies are destroyed then GR 
office where the register was 
stored may renew them upon 
a request of person after an 
official determination of facts. 
GR office may refuse renewal 
in this case the entry can be 
renewed only on the bases of 
courts judgement. 
Documents registered abroad 
are renewed by the Riga City 
GR office on the bases of a 
court judgement40 

Registers can be 
supplemented on the 
bases of court judgement 
or administrative act 

40 Feldtmann, v. Freyhold, Vial, Bühler, “Comparative study on the legislation of the Member States of the European Union on civil status, practical difficulties encountered in 
this area by citizens wishing to exercise their rights in the context of a European area of justice in civil matters and the options available for resolving these problems and 
facilitating citizens' lives”. 
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1.1.9 Access to information 

For each of the registers mentioned under 1.1.6 answer the following questions: 

 Who can apply for official documents from the register? 

 Which official documents can be delivered?  

 What are the items included in each official document? 

 What is the procedure to access the register and the delivering authority? 

 What are the costs and time for obtaining each type of document? 

 Any additional information. 

According to the CSDL, Section 9, any person who is the subject concerned, as well as the 
spouses and direct ascending and descending kin of such persons, have a right to become 
acquainted with the entries on them of civil status registers and request documents 
certifying registration. 
An adoptee until the age of majority41 cannot be acquainted with the Birth Register entries 
that are related to the adoption, only adopters have such right42. 

Other persons have the right to request and receive documents, if they can prove their legal 
interest. 

Courts, Offices of Prosecutors and investigative institutions have the right to become 
acquainted with the entries of civil status registers and to request documents certifying 
registration. 

According to Section 46 of the CSDL and the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Chapter IX, a 
repeated marriage, birth or death certificate “apliecība”, statement “izziņa” (e.g. a statement 
that a register entry has been renewed or made repeatedly) and extract “izraksts” (i.e. 
extract from the relevant register) can be issued by the local GR office or the Archive unit of 
the central GR Department. To receive a repeated civil status certificate a person has to file 
an application in person or in writing at the GR office that stores the relevant register. The 
GR office then delivers the repeated certificate to the requesting individual in person or 
sends it via mail.  

To request above mentioned documents, person has to fill in an application form or request 
can be written also in handwriting. The application must include the name and family name 
of the requesting person, person code, address, year of birth, marriage or death and the 
place where the relevant register entry was made as well as the grounds for requesting the 
document (Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 151).  

According to the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Sections 166-168, the GR office or the Archive 
unit of the GR Department hand out the civil status attesting document against the signature 
of the requesting person. If the application was received via mail the GR office or 
Department send the document, within the period of one month, to the GR office according 
to the applicant’s place of residence, which then informs the individual. Documents are also 

41 The age of majority in Latvia is 18 years.
 
42 Section 171, the Civil Law of Latvia of 28.01.1937 and Section 9 of the Civil Status Documents Law.
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sent to foreign countries, in line with the rules of international agreements (or in the 
absence of such, through the Consular Department of the MFA).  

According to the Cabinet Regulation 457 re-issuance of the civil status registration 
certificates costs 1 LVL. The issuance of statement or extract according to the Cabinet 
Regulation 88443 costs 1 – 4 LVL. The cost depends on the length of time the fact has been 
registered as well as if it has been registered in GR office or by a minister. 

1.2 Specific Cross-Border Issues 

1.2.1 Language issues 

	 In which language(s) and alphabet characters are civil status events registered? 

	 In which language(s) and alphabet characters can official documents be 
delivered? 

	 What are the rules applying to foreign alphabet characters (e.g. applicable rules 
on transcription and transliteration)? 

All civil status acts are performed in Latvian language; meaning that all official documents 
also have to be delivered in Latvian language44. All documents in a foreign language must be 
translated into Latvian and the translation must be verified by a notary45. The translation 
can also be verified by the Consular services of the Latvian representation in foreign 
countries for the price of 10 LVL. 

In case of foreigners, stateless persons and refugees the name, surname and address has to 
be recorded in Roman alphabet.  

According to the Cabinet Regulation 11446, Section 8, the gender of the person is indicated 
(Latvian and foreign origin) by conjugating male and female word endings. Foreign names in 
Latvian are represented, according to their pronunciation in the original language (the 
language in which the text is written in the original) and they are written according to the 
Latvian language grammatical system. 

The Latvian standard alphabet consists of 33 letters and is a variant of the Latin alphabet. 
The alphabet uses 22 unmodified letters of the Latin alphabet (all except Q, W, X and Y). It 
adds further eleven letters by using diacritic marks (Ā, Č, Ē, Ģ, Ī, Ķ, Ļ, Ņ, Š, Ū and Ž). In 
computing, several different coding standards have existed for this alphabet, among them: 
ISO 8859-4, -10, -13. 

1.2.2 Legalisation and Apostille 

43 Cabinet Regulation No. 884 of 18.12.2007.
 
44 State Language Law, 09.12.1999, Section 3 (1) and (2).
 
45 Prices for this service may vary in Latvia, but are around 6-10 LVL.
 
46 Cabinet Regulations No. 114 of 2.03.2004.
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	 Which authorities are responsible for legalization procedures or for issuing an 
Apostille for official documents of civil status events to be presented abroad?  

	 What is the exact procedure? 

	 What are the costs and indicative time for such procedures? 

The legalisation of documents and the verification of their authenticity in the context of the 
international circulation of public documents are regulated by the “Document Legalisation 
Law”47. 

According to Section 4 of this Law the legalisation of a public document issued in Latvia, if 
this is anticipated for utilisation in foreign states, and the legalisation of a public document 
issued in foreign states, if this is anticipated for utilisation in Latvia, shall be performed by 
the authorised officials of the diplomatic and consular service. 

In line with Sections 8-12 of the Document Legalisation Law: 

	 If a public document issued in Latvia is anticipated for utilisation in a foreign state 
that is a participating state of the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 Abolishing 
the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Documents, it shall be legalised with a 
certificate (apostille) according to this convention. 

	 If a public document issued in Latvia is anticipated for utilisation in a foreign state 
that is not a participating state of the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 
Abolishing the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Documents, this shall be 
legalised by certifying the authenticity of the signature, the status of the person 
that has signed the document and – if necessary – the authenticity of the seal or 
stamp imprinted on the document. 

If a document is intended for use in Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, or Italy, public 
institutions of these countries have to accept without legalization the public documents 
issued in Latvia, because Latvia applies the Convention Abolishing the Legalization of 
Documents between the Member States of the European Communities, which provides for a 
reciprocal exemption from the requirement of legalisation. Therefore documents issued for 
the use in the above mentioned countries have been released from the legislation (apostille) 
requirements or any other similar formality and vice versa. Latvia also has bilateral treaties 
abolishing legalisation with Estonia, Lithuania and Poland. 

The Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No 18648 prescribes the procedures, by which a public 
document shall be submitted for legalisation, the sample submission form, as well as the 
procedures by which a document shall be legalised or a decision shall be taken to refuse 
legalisation. 

A document shall be legalised by the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and diplomatic and consular representations of the Republic of Latvia abroad if they have at 
the disposal thereof a sample signature of the authorised official who has signed, certified or 

47 Document Legalisation Law of 18.04.2007 
48 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation No. 186, Adopted 20 March 2012 Regulations for Public Document 
Legalisation, issued pursuant to Sections 6 and 12 of the Law On Document Legalisation. 
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legalised the document, and, if necessary, a sample of the relevant seal or stamp. 

The Department and a representation shall request sample signatures of officials and 
samples of seals or stamps necessary for legalisation from the institutions, which issue, 
confirm and legalise documents. 

The Department shall legalise a document issued in the Republic of Latvia for use in a 
foreign country, which is a Member State to the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 
Abolishing the Requirement for Legalisation of Foreign Public Documents, with a certification 
inscription (Apostille) in English (Figure 4, example on the left). 

The Department or a representation shall legalise a document issued in the Republic of 
Latvia for use in a foreign country and a document issued in a foreign country for use in the 
Republic of Latvia, except documents, which have been exempted from the requirement of 
legalisation in accordance with the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 Abolishing the 
Requirement for Legalisation of Foreign Public Documents, with a legalisation inscription 
(Figure 4, example on the right) and shall certify with the seal and signature of the official 
who legalises the document. 

Figure 4: On the left - an example of an empty Certification Inscription of a Public 
Document – Apostille (Cabinet Regulation No. 186, Annex 1) and on the right – an 
example of an empty Legalisation Inscription of a Public Document (Cabinet 
Regulation No. 186, Annex 2) 

In line with the Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No 186, a person shall submit the document 
to be legalised and a filled-in application form to a representation or the Department, 
presenting a personal identification document or a document allowing identifying the person. 

The legalised document shall be issued to the submitter. The legalised document may be 
issued to another person, if the submitter of the relevant document has indicated this in the 
section “Notes” of the application mentioned above or a relevant authorisation has been 
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submitted. 

A derivative of a document issued in the Republic of Latvia (extract, true copy or copy), the 
correctness of which has been certified by an institution that according to regulatory 
enactments has the right to certify it, shall be legalised, if the Department or a 
representation has at the disposal thereof a sample of the signature of the official who 
certified the correctness of the relevant derivative. 

The inscription of certification or legalisation shall be placed on the document. If there is no 
place on the document to be certified or legalised, the inscription of certification or 
legalisation shall be drawn up on a separate page, appended to the document and bound 
together with a string. 

The registration number and date of certification or legalisation shall be indicated in the 
certification inscription and legalisation inscription. The document to be legalised shall be 
registered in the electronic Document Legalisation System, indicating the information 
referred to in the application, the number and date of certification and the given name, 
surname and status of the person who signed the document to be legalised. The Document 
Legalisation System is maintained by the MFA. 

A document shall be legalised within two working days from the day of submitting the 
document and paying the State fee. 

In line with the new Cabinet of Ministers Regulations No. 18749 issued on 20 March 2012 
(and replacing Rules No. 64 of 27.01.2012) a simplified procedure has been introduced for 
document legalisation and the associated fee payment. The state fee is fixed at 10 LVL (as 
opposed to various fees for various legalisation waiting periods, as per the previous Rules).  

1.2.3 Recognition of foreign civil status documents: administrative formalities  

	 Is translation required (please mention if any language other than the national 
official language receives any special treatment)? If so, what are the formal 
requirements (e.g. official or sworn translator)? 

	 Is an Apostille required for documents from other EU Member States? (Please 
indicate if any bilateral treaty or international convention apply) 

	 Are any other administrative formalities required? 

	 Any additional information. 

According to the State Language Law, Section 3 (1) and 5, the official language of Latvia is 
Latvian and any other language is therefore a foreign language. In the framework of the 
State Language Law, the Cabinet of Ministers has issued the Procedures No. 291 for the 
Certification of Document Translations in the Official Language50 that indicates how the 
translation of a document in Latvian should be certified51. The Procedures state that in 
certifying the veracity of a document translation, a translator shall draw up a certification 

49 Cabinet Regulations No. 187 of 20.03.2012.
 
50 Cabinet Regulation No. 291 of 22.08.2000.
 
51 These Procedures apply if other regulatory enactments have not been specified the necessity of a notarially
 
certified translation of the document or other procedures.
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note in the official language on the last page of the translation below the text. The 
certification note shall include: 

 The words “TULKOJUMS PAREIZS” [the translation is correct] in capital letters; 

 The given name, surname and personal identity number of the translator;  

 The signature of the translator; 

 The name of the place of certification; and 

 The date of certification. 

A translator is liable for the harm resulting from the inaccuracy of a document translation in 
accordance with the procedures specified by law. And compliance with these Regulations is 
monitored by the State Language Centre. 

As stated in the Document Legalisation Law, Section 10, in order for a public document 
issued in a foreign state to have the force of a public document in Latvia, this shall be 
legalised. In implementing State public administration, State administration, judicial and 
legislative institutions, other institutions and persons may accept only a legalised public 
document issued in a foreign state. 

If a public document has been issued in a foreign state: 

 That is a participating state of the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 
Abolishing the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Documents, the document 
shall require a certificate (apostille) according to this convention. 

 That is not a participating state of the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961 
Abolishing the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Documents, it shall be 
legalised by the procedures determined by the Cabinet. 

As outlined above, the Convention Abolishing the Legalization of Documents Between the 
Member States of the European Communities and bilateral treaties abolishing legalisation 
apply with a number of countries. 

In 24 November 2010, amendments to the Document Legislation Law came in force, 
cancelling the legalisation requirement for public documents issued in the EU, the EEA and 
by Swiss Confederation. In case the institution has any doubts concerning the authenticity of 
the document, Latvian institution requests additional information from the institution that 
issued the document or is responsible for its authenticity in the foreign country. According to 
the Permanent Representative of Latvia to the EU, the procedure and deadlines for this 
communication are not regulated, and hence there is no guarantee that the issuing 
authorities will reply to this request52. 

1.2.4 Recognition of the content and of the effects of foreign civil status documents 

For each of the civil registration documents recognised by your country, answer the 

52 Permanent Representative of the Republic of Latvia to the European Union, On the answers prepared by Latvia 
regarding the EC Green paper Less bureaucracy for citizens: promoting the free movement of public documents and 
recognition of the effects of civil status records, 23 May 2011. 
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following questions: 

	 What are the conditions under which the content of the document is recognized? 

	 What are the conditions under which the effects of the document are recognized? 

	 Does the notion of adapted/accommodated recognition exist? 

	 Any additional information. 

According to the Procedures No. 291, Article 4, State and local government institutions, 
courts and institutions belonging to the court system, as well as State and local government 
undertakings (companies) shall examine a document in a foreign language, if a natural 
person or a legal person has submitted the document to the institution according to the 
competence thereof, and has also appended a translation of the document in the official 
language. The correctness of the translation must be certified by the translator. The 
Procedures also specify that only the original of a document or a notarially certified 
derivation (a true copy, an excerpt or a duplicate) of the respective document shall be  
submitted to an institution. 

According to Latvia’s response regarding the EC Green paper53 Latvian authorities can only 
apply national regulation. This means that Latvia is strongly against the recognition of civil 
status documents and situations not regulated in the country. This includes recognition of 
documents and their effects concerning partner relationships, regardless of the partner’s 
sex, same sex marriages and dissolution or annulment of such marriages. 

While no case law has been identified in Latvia regarding the recognition of the effects of 
foreign civil status documents, ad hoc questions of separate individuals on the website of the 
Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs54 indicate that people have trouble with the 
recognition of their new civil status and the change of their surname after same sex 
marriages in foreign countries. In line with the Latvian Civil Law, Section 35, marriage is 
prohibited between persons of the same sex. Therefore the Office of Citizenship and 
Migration Affairs does not have the right to update the population register data on same-sex 
marriage and change the name of the person based on their marriage certificate. Concerning 
the change of surname, this can be done in the GR office, in line with the Law on the Change 
of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record (provisions of the Law are outlined in 
Section 1.4 below). 

1.2.5 Consular Registration 

	 What are the functions, related to civil registration issues, exercised by the 
Consular services abroad? Which procedures, related to civil registration issues, 
are completed by the Consular services abroad? (e.g. weddings’ celebration, 
marriage bans, issuance of certificates, transmission of requests to the national 
authorities, etc.). Please indicate costs, documents/formalities and time for each 
item. 

53 Permanent Representative of the Republic of Latvia to the European Union, On the answers prepared by Latvia 
regarding the EC Green paper Less bureaucracy for citizens: promoting the free movement of public documents and 
recognition of the effects of civil status records, 23 May 2011. 
54 http://www.pmlp.gov.lv/lv/forums/?forum_a=thread&forum_tid=4662&forum_gid=25 
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	 What are the registers handled by the Consular services abroad? Is there any 
register for nationals abroad? (please explain how it works and its legal 
consequences) 

	 Any additional information. 

According to the CSDL, Section 2(2), consular officials in diplomatic and consular 
representations of the Republic of Latvia in foreign states perform the registration of civil 
status documents of citizens and non-citizens of Latvia residing in foreign states, if such 
citizens or non-citizens have presented a personal identification document issued in the 
Republic of Latvia. 

Accordingly Latvian diplomatic and consular officials assume the same duties of those which 
are reserved for registrars in their country. With regard to civil status, this in particular 
includes: 

	 Registering of children in Latvian citizenship if one of the parents is a foreigner 
and other Latvian citizen with place of residence in Latvia or outside Latvia. 

	 Registering the civil status for marriage, birth and death. A birth of a child is 
registered following an application from one of the parents, and it has to be 
notified within one month after the date of birth. A marriage of Latvian citizens 
can be registered in the absence of impediments (stipulated in the Civil Law 
Sections 32-35, 37 and 38) and if they have communicated their place of 
residence in a foreign country to the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs. 
The persons wishing to enter into a marriage have to make a common 
application, and the registering of marriage can take place no earlier than a 
month after the notice (during that month the notice is made public in a visible 
place at the Representation). A death can be registered by any person who was 
present at the time of death not later than six days after the fact. To register the 
fact of death a notice from a healthcare institution or a court judgement is 
required. 

	 Requesting documents from the archives of Latvia as well from other Latvian 
institutions (birth certificate, police clearance certificate, etc.) To request 
documents a person must hand in an application and the document requisition 
form in three copies, along with payment for the processing (in cash or postal 
orders) and a copy of the information page from the person's passport, including 
a photo. The Request forms are available online55 in Latvian, English, French, 
German and Russian. 

	 Notarial services, including the attestation of the authenticity of signatures, 
legalisation of document copies, excerpts and translations and other services. 

The procuring and issuing civil status documents is not free of charge. The fees for the 
various consular services are provided by the Cabinet of Ministers regulation No. 133356. 
These depend on the types of services delivered, types of persons requesting services (i.e. 
there are reductions for specific groups) and the periods chosen for delivering a certain 
service (e.g. request of a document within one day or 10 working days). 

MFA website, Requesting Documents from Abroad http://www.am.gov.lv/en/service/consular
services/requesting/
56 Cabinet Regulation No.1333 of 24.11.2009 
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The Ministry's Consular Department has created a Consular Register57 with an aim to 
compile information about residents of Latvia who have left the country for short-term visits 
(less than three months). This information should allow the Consular department to get in 
contact with the registered citizens in crisis situations (e.g. natural disasters, political unrest, 
warfare, etc.). 

People are invited to create their profile in the Register and need to indicate a valid email 
address as well as provide information on their trip (dates, residence place, insurance 
company, etc.). For each new trip – only the travel related information has to be updated. 
The data on each trip is automatically deleted three months after the travel end date and 
the user profile is automatically deleted, if not used for more than two years. 

Latvian embassies, consulates and the Ministry’s Consular Department are maintaining the 
register. Embassies and consulates register residents of Latvia who are residing in the 
respective country. Persons have to submit a completed questionnaire containing basic 
information on themselves to the Embassy, Consulate or the Ministry’s Consular 
Department. The form can be submitted in person, by post or email or otherwise. 

57 https://kr.am.gov.lv/main.html&redirect=Lw. 
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2. MAIN EVENTS 

2.1 Birth 

	 Briefly describe the rules regulating the declaration of birth and its registration.  

	 What is the time-limit for declaration and what does the law prescribe in the 
event of late declaration or absence of declaration? 

	 What are the connecting factors to establish applicable rules where there is a 
conflict of laws? 

	 Which international conventions or agreements related to birth issues have been 
signed by your country?  

As outlined above (Section 1.1.7), the GR Office has to be notified of the fact of birth within 
one month. The notification is the responsibility of parents. A birth certificate is issued 
immediately after the registration. Administrative penalties apply for false and late 
notifications. 

According to the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, Section 61, if the notice about a birth fact is 
made with a delay that is bigger than three months, the GR office check if the birth is not 
registered already. If the notice is made late, according to Section 62, the parents have to 
write an explanation on the reasons for the delay and show a certificate of a medical 
institution attesting the fact of birth. 

Legal relations pertaining to a child's paternity and contestation of the same are adjudicated 
upon in accordance with Latvian law if at the time of the child’s birth the place of residence 
of the child’s mother was in Latvia58. 

There are no international conventions pertinent to birth issues, aside the Hague Convention 
Abolishing the Requirement for Legalisation for Foreign Public Documents. 

2.2 Surname and Forename 

	 Briefly describe the rules in force on surname and forename (referring to the 
appropriate national substantial law and private international law). 

	 Which international conventions or agreements related to surname and forename 
have been signed by your country? 

	 Does the law recognize a surname or forename following foreign rules or 
traditions, i.e. containing suffixes or gender inflections (e.g. in Lithuania 
surnames take different forms according to whether they are borne by a man or a 
woman and, if by a woman, according to whether she is married or single),  
different forenames, different surnames (e.g. both the mother and father’s 
surnames like in Spain, or a middle surname like in Denmark, where, commonly, 

58 European Judicial Network, Conflict-of-law rules, Paternity, kinship between parents and children, and adoption 
http://ec.europa.eu/civiljustice/applicable_law/applicable_law_lat_en.htm. 
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where the child bears the surname of one parent, the surname of the other parent 
may be used as a ‘middle name’), etc. 

	 What are the documents establishing surnames and forenames (i.e. copy or 
extract of a civil registration document, passport) which must be presented? 

	 Is there a need for any administrative formalities/translation/transliteration or 
transcription? 

	 What are the connecting factors to establish applicable rules where there is a 
conflict of laws? 

	 What happens if the forename or surname attributed in accordance with the law 
of a foreign country is incompatible with your country’s private international rules 
or substantial law? 

	 Can surnames/forenames be changed and how? 

	 Are changes of surname/forename transcribed or noted in any register? 

	 Must such a change be notified to the registration service of another EU country 
and by whom? 

	 Does a person’s change of surname lead to the change of surname of his or her 
spouse or that of his or her offspring? 

	 What civil status events can lead to or allow a change of a person’s surname? 

	 Any additional information 

Personal Identification Documents Law59 specifies the documents identifying persons and 
their legal status, as well as the types, content and procedures for use, return and removal 
of these documents. According to this Law there are two types of identity documents in 
Latvia – an Identity card and a passport. 

In line with the Civil Law, Section 86, when entering into marriage, the spouses, pursuant to 
their wish, may select the premarital surname of one of the spouses as their common 
surname. During marriage, each spouse may retain his or her premarital surname and not 
assume a common marital surname. Upon entering into marriage, one of the spouses may 
add to his or her surname the surname of the other spouse, except in cases where one of 
the spouses already has a double surname, or also the spouses may make a joint double 
surname from the premarital surnames of both spouses. 

The names and family names can also be changed later on, following provisions of the Law 
on the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record detailed below. Pursuant 
to Section 135 of the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, if a person changes name, surname, 
citizenship or ethnicity, after annotations are made to the relevant register, a new certificate 
is not issued, but a corresponding annotation is also made on the certificate. To make such 
changes the interested person has to file an application at the GR office that keeps the 
relevant register. 

In line with Section 151 of the Civil Law, the surname of a child shall be determined by the 
surname of the parents. If the parents have different surnames, the child shall be given 
either the surname of the father or of the mother, in accordance with the agreement of the 

59 Personal Identification Documents Law of 15.02.2012. 
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parents. If the parents cannot agree to a surname for a child, it shall be determined by 
decision of an Orphan’s court. In the event the surname of the parents changes, minor 
children shall acquire a surname in accordance with the procedure set out above. The name 
and surname of a child can be changed in the various situations outlined by Section 120.2 of 
the Cabinet Regulation No. 904, which include cases of a divorce of parents, if parents are 
not married and one of them enters into marriage with another individual, if one of the 
parents loses the right to custody and other cases (e.g. if one of the first names is not used, 
if a second religions name is added, etc.). In these cases an annotation is made to the 
corresponding register. 

The change of the name and surname is otherwise regulated by the Law on the Change of a 
Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record60. The Law specifies for which reasons a 
forename or a family name can be changed and when this is not allowed. A person who is a 
citizen or non-citizen of Latvia or who has been granted the status of a stateless person in 
the Republic of Latvia may change the given name or/and surname, if he or she has reached 
the age of 15 years and if one of the following reasons exists: 

	 The given name or surname encumbers the integration of the person in society; 

	 The person wishes to add a second name to the name recorded in the Birth 
Register. The name that has been entered in the Register first, shall be 
considered the primary name; 

	 The person wishes to acquire or add the surname of the spouse to his or her 
surname; 

	 The person wishes to acquire his or her historic family name in the direct 
ascending line; 

	 The person wishes to regain his or her family name or premarital surname if it 
has not been done upon dissolution of marriage, or after recognition of the 
marriage as annulled; 

	 The gender of the person has changed; or 

	 One of the parents or both parents of a minor have been convicted of committing 
a deliberate, serious or especially serious crime. In this case the given name 
or/and surname may also be changed by a minor who has not reached the age of 
15 years. 

A decision on the refusal to change a given name or/and surname shall be taken, if: 

	 The person has been convicted of committing a crime and the conviction has not 
been deleted or removed; 

	 The reason for the change of the given name or/and surname of the person does 
not conform with the reasons referred in the list above; or 

	 The person has not submitted all the documents required. 

60 Law On the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record of 13.05.2009. 
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An application for changing name or/and surname can be submitted to GR office by any 
Latvian citizen who has reached the age of 15 (citizens aged 15-18 need their parents or 
guardian’s permission). The decision on the  name change is taken by  the Head of  the GR 
Department of the Ministry of Justice.  

According to Section 11 of the Law, on the basis of this decision and in accordance with the 
CSDL, the Office shall, within seven days, supplement the Civil Status Registers and the 
second copies of the Civil Status Registers. If the Civil Status Registers to be supplemented 
are located in the territory of a foreign state, the Office shall, within seven days, send a 
notification regarding the change of the given forename or surname (the given forename 
and surname) or nationality record to this state with the intermediation of the Consular 
Department of the MFA. 

If the marriage of a person has been solemnised by a minister in accordance with the 
procedures prescribed by law, the Office shall send a notification regarding the change of the 
given name or surname to such minister within seven days from the day when the given 
name or surname has been changed. The Office shall, not later than within seven days from 
the day when the given name or surname record has been changed, notify the Punishment 
Register and the Population Register of the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs of this 
change. A state fee of 50 Lats has to be paid for the service of changing person’s name or 
surname61. A person who wishes to change the given name or surname (the given name and 
surname) shall submit a submission in person, presenting a personal identification 
document. According to the Official Language Law, Section 19, names of persons shall be 
presented in accordance with the traditions of the Latvian language and written in 
accordance with the existing norms of the language. The written form and identification of 
forenames and surnames, as well as the written form and use in the Latvian language of 
foreign language forenames and surnames, is regulated in detail by Cabinet of Ministers 
Rules No. 11462. 

To summarise, when spelling and using foreign forenames and family names in the Latvian 
language, the following basic rules shall be observed: 

	 A person's name(s) and family name (double family name63) must be written in 
Latvian language in the basic documents; 

	 name and family name are spelled according to the spelling norms of the Latvian 
language and Latvian alphabet letters; 

	 every name and family name must have an ending corresponding to the Latvian 
language grammatical system in masculine or feminine gender according to the 
person's gender (except common gender family forms with the feminine endings 
for persons of both genders); 

	 names and family names of foreign origin that end in a vowel are indeclinable; 

61 According to Law on the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record Section 9(2)1) minor persons 
whose parent or both parents have been convicted of committing a deliberate, serious or especially serious crime 
are exempted from paying the fee.
62 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation No.114, Adopted 2 March 2004, Rules for personal names writing and use 
in Latvian language as well as their identification, Issued pursuant to 
Section 19 (3) and Section 23 (3) of the Official Language Law.
63 Double family names can be created by adding the other spouse's maiden name to own maiden name, except 
when one of the spouses already has a double family name.  A common family double surname can be created, 
except when one of the souses already has a double family name.  A child can have a double family name, if one of 
the parents has such a family name. 
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	 foreign names and family names must be spelled in the Latvian language (with 
Latvian language sounds and letters) as close as possible to their pronunciation in 
the original language. This means that the names in other alphabets or characters 
have to be recorded in Roman alphabet. 

2.3 Marriage 

	 Briefly describe the rules in force on marriage. 

	 What are the connecting factors to establish applicable rules where there is a 
conflict of laws? 

	 Which international conventions or agreements related to marriage have been 
signed by your country?  

	 What are the documents required to form a marriage file and to whom and by 
who must be presented?  

	 Are any specific documents needed for foreigners? 

	 What are costs and time to form a marriage file? 

	 Is the publication of marriages compulsory? 

	 Is there a different procedure for citizens or foreigners living abroad? 

	 What are costs and time for publication? 

	 Which powers have the diplomatic agents or consular officers abroad in relation to 
marriage? 

	 What are costs and time in case of formalities done through the consular 
services? 

	 Is the marriage noted or transcribed in any other register? (consider also the case 
of a marriage celebrated abroad). 

	 Any additional information. 

The conclusion and termination of marriage is regulated by the Civil Law. The Law prescribes 
compulsory conditions for entering into marriage, which, if ignored, may serve as grounds 
for declaring marriage invalid. These include the prohibition of marriage prior to age of 18 
(16 with parents’ consent), lack of capacity to due to mental illness, marriage between kin in 
a direct line, same sex marriages, marriages between an adopter and adoptee, and 
marriages of persons who are already married (Sections 32-38 of the Civil Law). Living 
together as husband and wife has no civil effect. 

As outlined above in Latvia marriages can be solemnised by both GR offices and ministers of 
certain congregations. Cabinet Rules No. 425 foresees that a church provides a list of 
clergymen to the MoJ that have the right to solemnise marriages and the samples of their 
signatures. The MoJ then makes this information publicly available by posting the list on 
their website. This means that individuals who wish to marry can choose to have their 
marriage solemnised by a Head of the GR office or by a religious authority. The marriages 
solemnised by ministers have the same civil-status effects as those concluded at the GR 
office. In line with the CSDL, Section 18, at a GR office a marriage shall be entered into on 
the specified date in the presence of the persons who are entering into the marriage and two 
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witnesses of legal age. In entering into a marriage, an entry shall be made in the Marriage 
Register. The entry shall be signed by both spouses, witnesses and the head of the GR 
office. The entry of the Register shall be confirmed with a seal with the State coat of arms. If 
a marriage is solemnised by a clergyman, the clergyman shall sign the entry of the Register 
and the marriage certificate, confirming such signature with the seal of the congregation. 

If a marriage is entered into in Latvia, the right to marry, the formalities of entering into 
marriage and the effect of marriage are determined in accordance with Latvian law. 
Similarly, the right of a Latvian citizen to marry in a foreign State is determined in 
accordance with Latvian law. In such cases the law of the State where the marriage is 
entered into shall determine the formalities of entering into marriage. 

Latvia has entered in eight international assistance agreements regarding civic cooperation64 

in family matters with Russian Federation, Ukraine, Belorussia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Moldova, Poland, Estonia and Lithuania. These civic assistance agreements include norms 
which regulate in which country’s courts and institutions marriage and divorce cases should 
be handled as well as the law applicable to divorces. The connecting factors in these cases 
are the common citizenship of the couple in the moment of filing the divorce application, and 
subordinate factors include the common place of residence (in the moment of filing the 
divorce application), the last common place of residence and the court state law. In relation 
to Latvia’s agreements with Poland, Lithuania and Estonia the rules of the agreements are 
preceded by Regulation (EC) No 2201/200365 that determines the courts and institutions 
where divorce cases should be examined. However, taking into account that Poland, 
Lithuania and Estonia do not implement Regulation (EU) No 1259/201066 that develops 
enhanced cooperation in the area of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, in 
divorce cases related to these countries, the above bilateral agreements apply. 

The persons who wish to enter into marriage need to submit a particular application (Annex 
5 of the Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No. 904) to a GR Office. According to Section 11 of 
Regulation No. 904, a foreigner can register a change in civil status in their diplomatic of 
consular mission, and if this is not possible, in a Latvian GR office. There are no specific 
additional documents that need to be submitted by foreigners67, but in line with the Section 
40 of the Regulation No. 904 documents issued by an institution of a foreign country 
required for the conclusion of a marriage need to be submitted to a GR Office legalised and 
translated in line with the Hague Convention. 

According to the Regulation No. 904 (Section 31) and the Civil law (Sections 40, 45) the 
publication of marriage is obligatory. A publication shall take place in the GR office where the 
application has been submitted regarding intent to enter into a marriage. The information is 
published by the GR office, in a visible place in the GR office for the period of one month and 
includes the date of the publishing and the names and family names of the future groom and 
bride. In particular cases the publication period can be shortened (serious illness, pregnancy 
pathology, etc.) or abolished all together (either of the couple has to go to war or has a 
terminal illness). 

64 Ministry of Justice website http://www.tm.gov.lv/lv/sadarbiba/8-starptautiskie-tiesiskas-palidzibas-ligumi.html 
65 Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and 
enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters and the matters of parental responsibility, repealing Regulation 
(EC) No 1347/2000.
66 Council Regulation (EU) no 1259/2010 of 20 December 2010. 
67 Annex 5 of the Cabinet Regulation No. 904 (the application for marriage) requires both spouses to provide 
information from a person identifying document (name of the document, its number, issuing institution and issuing 
date). If applicable, it also requires providing a name of the document, its number, issuing institution and issuing 
date, certifying the termination of the previous marriage. 
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The marriage and publication procedures are the same for Latvian citizens living in Latvia 
and abroad, if they conclude marriage in Latvia. A representation in a foreign country can 
conclude a marriage if the conditions stipulated by the Civil Law mentioned in the beginning 
of this section are met, and if a couple has communicated their place of residence in a 
foreign country to the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs (in line with Section 15(2) of 
the Population Register Law68). The entering into marriage at diplomatic and consular 
representation of the Republic of Latvia costs 100 Lats with a ceremony and 50 Lats without 

69a ceremony . 

2.4 Registered Partnership or Similar 

 Does your country allow registered partnerships or similar? 

 To whom are they open (same sex couple; other persons, like close relatives, 
cohabitant friends, etc.; foreigners/non-residents etc.) and under what 
conditions? 

 What are the formalities/documents required? 

 What are the costs and time to conclude a registered partnerships or similar? 

 Where are they registered and by which authorities? 

 Are they transcribed or noted in any register entries? 

 Which authority can issue a certificate/copy/extract of a registered partnerships 
or similar? 

 Who can demand it and how? 

 What are the costs and time to obtain such a certificate/copy/extract? 

 Which particulars are required by law and which may be added subsequently? 

 Which powers have the diplomatic agents or consular officers abroad in relation to 
that? 

 What are costs and time in case of formalities done through the consular 
services? 

 Must or may a registered partnership or similar institute of a national, where 
validly concluded abroad, be transcribed or noted in a register kept by one of your 
country’s authority? What are the legal consequences? 

 What are the national rules of private international law solving a case on 
registered partnership or similar where there are links to more than one legal 
system? 

 Which conventions or agreements have been signed by your country in respect of 
registered partnership or similar? 

 Any additional information. 

Registered partnership is not possible under Latvian law. 

68 Population Register Law of 24.09.1998. 
69 Cabinet Regulation No.1333 of 24.11.2009. 
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2.5 Nationality 

	 How can nationality be acquired? 

	 In which cases can nationality be lost? 

	 What are the consequences of the acquisition/loss of nationality in relation to a 
person’s civil status? 

	 Does the law provide for a form of registration of nationality, whether compulsory 
or optional, by central or non-central authorities? 

	 Which documents prove nationality of your country and which authorities are 
authorised to issue these? 

	 Do some of these documents have a limited period of validity? 

	 What are the costs and time to obtain such documents? 

	 Does your country allow multiple nationality? 

	 When the connecting factor for the application of the law on a person’s civil status 
is nationality, which law is applicable in cases of stateless persons or multiple 
nationality? 

	 Any additional information. 

In Latvian two very different concepts exist – nationality as citizenship (“pilsonība”) and 
nationality as ethnicity (“tautība”). While “nationality” may mean either of the two in various 
English translations of Latvian legal acts – in the text below “citizenship” and “ethnicity” are 
used to avoid confusion. 

Citizenship 
The Latvian nationality law is based on the Citizenship Law of 199470. The Citizenship Law 
(Section 9) does not allow for a dual citizenship71. If a Latvian citizen may, in accordance 
with the laws of a foreign state, be simultaneously considered also a citizen (national) of 
that state, in legal relations with the Republic of Latvia they shall be considered solely as a 
Latvian citizen. 

Acquiring Latvian citizenship 

According to the Citizenship Law Latvian citizens are: 

	 Persons who were Latvian citizens on 17 June 1940, and their descendants who 
have registered in accordance with the procedures set out in law, except persons 
who have acquired the citizenship of another state after 4 May 1990; 

	 Latvians and Livs72 whose permanent place of residence is Latvia, who have 
registered in accordance with the procedures set out in law and who do not have 
citizenship of another state; 

70 Citizenship Law of 25.08.1994 
71 An exception was made for those people and their descendants who were forced to leave Latvia during the Soviet 
or Nazi occupations and had adopted another citizenship in the exile. These people could apply for a dual citizenship 
until 1 July 1995. After the date they would have to renounce the citizenship of another state to become Latvian 
citizens. 
72 The Livonians or Livs are the indigenous inhabitants of Livonia - a historic region along the eastern shores of the 
Baltic Sea (today northwestern Latvia and southwestern Estonia). 
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Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs 

	 Women, whose permanent place of residence is Latvia and who, in accordance 
with Section 7 of the “Law on Nationality” of the Republic of Latvia, 23 August 
1919, had lost their Latvian citizenship and their descendants, if these persons 
have registered in accordance with the procedures set out in law, except for 
persons who have acquired the citizenship of another state after 4 May 1990; 

	 Persons whose permanent place of residence is Latvia, who have registered in 
accordance with the procedures set out in law, and who have completed a full 
educational course in general education schools in which the language of 
instruction is Latvian, if these persons do not have the citizenship of another 
state. Their minor children up to the age of fifteen who permanently reside in 
Latvia shall also acquire citizenship at the same time as these persons; 

	 Persons who have acquired Latvian citizenship by naturalisation or otherwise in 
accordance with the procedures set out in law; 

	 Children who are found in the territory of Latvia and whose parents are unknown; 

	 Children who have no parents and who live in an orphanage or a boarding school 
in Latvia; and 

	 Children born of parents both of whom were citizens of Latvia at the time of such 
birth, irrespective of the place of birth of such children. 

If, at the moment of the birth of the child, one of his or her parents is a Latvian citizen, but 
the other is a foreigner, the child shall be a Latvian citizen, if the child: 

	 Was born in Latvia; or 

	 Was born outside Latvia, but at the moment of the birth of the child, the 
permanent place of residence of the parents, or that parent with whom the child 
is living, was in Latvia. 

In the aforementioned cases, the parents may, having mutually agreed, choose the 
citizenship of the other (not Latvian) state for their child. 

If, at the moment of the birth of the child, one of the parents is a Latvian citizen, but the 
other is a foreigner, and the permanent place of residence of both parents is outside Latvia, 
the parents shall determine the citizenship of the child by mutual agreement (either chose 
the Latvian citizenship for the child or the citizenship of the foreign country, if this is possible 
under its laws). If, at the moment of the birth of the child, one parent is a Latvian citizen, 
but the other parent is a stateless person, or is unknown, the child shall be a Latvian citizen 
irrespective of the place of birth. 

A child who is born in Latvia after 21 August 1991, shall be acknowledged as a Latvian 
citizen, if he or she complies with all the following requirements: 

	 His or her permanent place of residence is Latvia; 

	 He or she has not been sentenced to more than five years imprisonment in Latvia 
or in any other state for committing a crime; and 

	 He or she has, prior to that, been a stateless person or non-citizen for the entire 
time. 
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Until the moment a child has reached the age of 15 years, an application for acquisition of 
citizenship may be submitted by: 

	 Both parents of a child, if they are registered in the Population Register and are 
stateless persons or non-citizens who have, until the time of submission of the 
application, been permanently resident in Latvia for not less than the preceding 
five years (for persons who arrived in Latvia after 1 July 1992, the five-year time 
period shall be calculated from the day a permanent residence permit is 
obtained); 

	 The mother of a child, if she is registered in the Population Register and is a 
stateless person or a non-citizen who has, until the time of submission of the 
application, been permanently resident in Latvia for not less than the preceding 
five years (for persons who arrived in Latvia after 1 July 1992, the five-year time 
period shall be calculated from the day a permanent residence permit is 
obtained), and if there is no entry regarding the father in the birth record of the 
child, or such record has been made on the instructions of the mother; 

	 One of the parents of a child, if the parent is registered in the Population Register 
and is a stateless person or non-citizen who has, until the time of submission of 
the application, been permanently resident in Latvia for not less than the 
preceding five years (for persons who arrived in Latvia after 1 July 1992, the five-
year time period shall be calculated from the day a permanent residence permit is 
obtained), but the other parent of the child is deceased; or 

	 The adopter of a child, if they are registered in the Population Register and are 
stateless persons or non-citizens who have, until the time of submission of the 
application, been permanently resident in Latvia for not less than the preceding 
five years (for persons who arrived in Latvia after 1 July 1992, the five-year time 
period shall be calculated from the day a permanent residence permit is 
obtained). 

If persons, who have the right to submit an application regarding the acknowledgement of a 
child as a citizen of Latvia, have not done so, a minor, upon attaining the age of 15 years, 
has the right to acquire Latvian citizenship in accordance with the procedures set out below, 
by submitting one of the following documents: 

	 A document which verifies that the minor has acquired specialised secondary 
education or vocational education (vocational secondary school, vocational 
gymnasium, vocational school) with Latvian as the language of instruction; or 

	 A document which certifies that the minor is fluent in the Latvian language. 

The opportunities for acquiring citizenship provided above may be utilised by a person until 
they attain the age of 18 years73. 

According to the Citizenship Law, Section 5, the marriage of a Latvian citizen to a foreigner 
or a stateless person, as well as the dissolution of such a marriage, does not effect a change 
in the citizenship of Latvian citizens. The citizenship of a spouse does not change upon 
acquisition or loss of Latvian citizenship by the other spouse. In line with Section 6 of the 
Citizenship Law, residence by Latvian citizens outside the territory of Latvia does not effect a 

73 Citizenship Law, Sections 2 – 3.1. 
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loss of Latvian citizenship, except in cases provided for by the Law. 

In line with Section 10 of the Citizenship Law a person may, upon his or her request, be 
admitted to Latvian citizenship through naturalisation procedures. There are, however, 
restrictions applicable on who can become a Latvian citizen through the naturalisation 
process (Section 11). These include persons who have acted against the independence and 
democratic parliamentary structure of the State established by a court, propagated fascist, 
chauvinist, national-socialist, communist or other totalitarian ideas or incited ethnic or racial 
hatred or discord (court decision required), served in armed forces of a foreign state, chosen 
Latvia as their place of residence directly after demobilisation from the armed forces of the 
U.S.S.R after 17 June 1940, have been employees, informers, agents or safe house keepers 
of the U.S.S.R. K.G.B. (Committee of State Security), or of the security service, intelligence 
service or other special service of some other foreign state, have been punished in Latvia or 
some other state for committing an offence which is also a crime in Latvia; or after 13 
January 1991, have worked against the Republic of Latvia in the C.P.S.U. (Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union), L.C.P. (Latvian Communist Party), the Working People’s International 
Front of the Latvian S.S.R., the United Council of Labour Collectives, the Organisation of War 
and Labour Veterans, the All-Latvia Salvation of Society Committee or their regional 
committees or the Union of Communists of Latvia. 

Only those persons who are registered in the Population Register may be admitted to 
Latvian citizenship through naturalisation procedures and: 

	 Whose permanent place of residence, as of the day of submission an application 
for naturalisation, has been in Latvia for not less than five years calculated from 4 
May 1990 (for persons who arrived in Latvia after 1 July 1992, the five-year 
period shall be calculated from the moment a permanent residence permit is 
obtained); 

	 Who are fluent in the Latvian language; 

	 Who know the basic principles of the Constitution of the Republic of Latvia and the 
Constitutional Law “Rights and Obligations of a Citizen and a Person”; 

	 Who know the text of the National Anthem and the history of Latvia; 

	 Who have a legal source of income; 

	 Who have given a pledge of loyalty to the Republic of Latvia; 

	 Who have submitted a notice regarding the renunciation of their former 
citizenship (nationality) and have received an expatriation permit from the state 
of their former citizenship (nationality), if such permit is provided for by the laws 
of that state, or have received a document certifying the loss of citizenship 
(nationality), or, if they are citizens of the former U.S.S.R. whose permanent 
place of residence on 4 May 1990 was in Latvia, a certificate that they have not 
acquired the citizenship (nationality) of another state; and 

	 Who are not subject to the naturalisation restrictions specified in Section 11 of 
this Law. 

At the same time as the naturalised person, his or her minor children up to the age of 16 
years who permanently reside in Latvia also acquire Latvian citizenship (with their written 
consent). This also applies to adopted children and children born outside of marriage.  
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If one of the parents is naturalised in Latvia, but the other parent remains an foreignor, their 
minor child shall acquire Latvian citizenship if: 

	 The parents agree on it; or 

	 The parents have not attained agreement, but the permanent place of residence 
of the child is in Latvia. 

In line with Section 17 of the Citizenship Law, naturalisation applications are received and 
examined by the Naturalisation Board. An answer shall be given to the applicant not later 
than one year after the day all documents specified in the Regulations of the Cabinet74 are 
submitted. A decision regarding admission to citizenship shall be taken by the Cabinet. A 
decision of the Naturalisation Board regarding refusal of naturalisation may be appealed to a 
court. 

Losing or renouncing Latvian citizenship 

In line with Section 22 of the Citizenship Law, there may be two reasons for loss of Latvian 
citizenship 1) renunciation of citizenship; or 2) revocation of citizenship. Any person who has 
the citizenship of another state, or has been guaranteed the citizenship of another state, has 
the right to renounce Latvian citizenship. Latvian citizenship may be revoked by a decision of 
a Regional Court, if a person: 

	 has acquired the citizenship of another state without submitting an application 
regarding renunciation of Latvian citizenship; 

	 is serving in the armed forces, internal military forces, security service, police 
(militia), or is employed in a juridical institution, of a foreign state, without 
permission from the Cabinet; or 

	 has knowingly provided false information about himself or herself when verifying 
a right to hold Latvian citizenship or during naturalisation and, in that way, has 
obtained Latvian citizenship without there being a basis for it. 

The revocation of Latvian citizenship shall not affect the citizenship of the spouse, children or 
other family members of such person. 

Documents indicating Latvian citizenship 

In line with the Population Register Law (Section 3)75 records of Latvian citizens, Latvian 
non-citizens, as well as of foreigners, stateless persons and refugees who have received 
residence permits in Latvia in accordance with the procedures specified in the Law, are 
included and their information is updated in the Population Register. The document on the 
basis of which information regarding a person is included in the Register is a standard-type 
initial registration form approved by the Head of the Office and completed by an employee of 
the Office or GR Office of a local government. The procedures for completing the initial 
registration form and its content are determined by the Rules of the Cabinet of Ministers76. 

74 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation No. 521, Adopted 5 July 2011, Procedures for the Receipt and Examination
 
of Applications for Naturalisation, Issued pursuant to Section 17, Paragraph two of the Citizenship Law.
 
75 Population Register Law of 24.09.1998.
 
76 Cabinet Rules No.225 of 10.03.2000.
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The initial registration form, among other, contains information on person’s citizenship and 
its type – i.e. in its Section 4, entitled “Basic data” the citizenship of the person must be 
indicated (e.g. Latvian or “other”) and its type (e.g. citizen, non-citizen, stateless person, 
refugee, alternative status, temporary protection or undetermined). 

According to Section 7 of the Population Register Law, information regarding a person shall 
be included in the Register by the Office division in the territory in which the person has 
declared his or her place of residence. If a person does not have a declared place of 
residence in Latvia, that information shall be included in the Register by that Office division 
in whichever territory of Latvia the place of residence of a person has been indicated. A 
diplomatic or consular representation of Latvia has the right to include information in the 
Register regarding a newborn child of a citizen or non-citizen of Latvia who resides abroad 
for a period exceeding two months. 

As outlined in Section 1.1.7 above the citizenship of a person is also indicated in the Birth 
Certificate and Marriage Certificate. This section also outlines the authorities that have the 
right to issue these certificates as well as the costs associated with obtaining these 
certificates, where applicable. 

In line with the Personal Identification Documents Law Latvian passports and identity cards 
also include information on citizenship. According to the Law, Section 3, the following 
identity cards are issued in Latvia: 

 A citizen’s identity card; 

 A non-citizen’s identity card; 

 An identity card for a person who has been granted alternative status; 

 An identity card for a non-resident, that is, a staff member of a diplomatic or 
consular representation of a foreign state or an international organisation 
accredited in Latvia; and 

 An identity card for a person who has been granted temporary protection. 

Section 4 stipulates the types of passports that are issued in Latvia: 

 A citizen's passport; 

 An foreignor's passport; 

 A diplomatic passport; 

 A service passport; 

 A travel document for a stateless person; and 

 A travel document for a refugee. 

In line with Section 5 of the same Law Identity cards and passports shall be issued on the 
basis of Population Register data and they shall include the following information: 

 on the document holder: 

 given name (names); 
 surname; 
 personal identity number; 
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	 nationality or another legal status of the person in the Republic of Latvia, 
	 gender; 
	 date of birth; 
	 place of birth; 
	 photograph; and 
	 signature; and 

	 on the document: 

	 code of the issuing state; 
	 type; 
	 number; 
	 name of the issuing authority; 
	 date of issue; and 
	 term of validity. 

In line with Section 7 of the Personal Identification Documents Law, identity cards, citizen’s 
and foreigner’s passports, travel documents for stateless persons and refugees shall be 
issued by the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs. Non-resident identity cards shall be 
issued by the MFA. Also the diplomatic passports and service passports are issued by the 
MFA (Section 8). 

While birth and marriage certificates have no expiry dates, the periods of validity for identity 
cards and passports are determined by the Cabinet77. According to the Regulation Latvian 
citizen or non-citizen passports are issued with the following expiry dates: 

	 For a person up to the age of five - for two years, or travel time, if more than two 
years but not more than five years; 

	 For a person from the age of five to 20 years - five years; 

	 For a person from the 20 years of age - 10 years. 

The Latvian citizen or non-citizen's identity cards are issued with the following expiry dates: 

	 For a person up to the age of five - for two years, or travel time, if more than two 
years but not more than five years; 

	 For a person from the age of five - for five years. 

Stateless person's travel document is issued for two years. A refugee travel document or 
travel document for a person who has been granted subsidiary protection, with the following 
validity periods: 

	 For a person up to the age of five - for two years, or travel time, if more than two 
years but not more than five years; 

	 For a person from the age of five - for five years. 

The Union citizen's identity card or residence permit of his family member who is not a 
citizen of the Union is issued with a validity of five years, unless otherwise indicated in the 

77 Cabinet Regulation No. 134 of 21.02.2012. 
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decision issuing the Union citizen's identity card or family member residence permit. A 
residence permit shall be issued for the period indicated in the residence permit decision, 
but this cannot exceed five years. 

The cost (state fees) for issuing passports or identity cards is regulated by the Cabinet78. 
These could be summarised as follows (in Lats): 

Waiting 
period Persons not eligible for reductions 

Persons eligible for 

reductions79 

Passport 

Passport and 

identity card 

simultaneously 

Identity 

card 
Passport 

Identity 

card 

10 working 
days 20 15 10 10 5 

2 working 
days 40 30 20 20 10 

2 working 
days 
(exceptional 
cases80) 

20 15 10 10 5 

Source: Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs website 

Ethnicity 
According to the Law on the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record 
(Section 3) person who is a citizen or non-citizen of Latvia or who has been granted the 
status of a stateless person in the Republic of Latvia, is entitled to change the ethnicity 
record once to the direct ascending line thereof within the limits of two generations, if he or 
she has reached the age of 15 years and can prove the kinship with the persons referred to. 
A person whose ethnicity record has been changed prior to reaching legal age is also entitled 
to change the ethnicity record after reaching legal age. 

A person who wishes to change the ethnicity record shall submit an application to the 
Department in person, presenting a personal identification document (Section 6). Alongside 
the application the person needs to present the birth certificate of the father or mother or an 
extract from the Birth Register which proves the kinship of the person with the relatives of 
the direct ascending line, and the documents which confirm the ethnicity of the person81. To 
change the ethnicity to Latvian, the person would also have to submit an education  
document or another document, which confirms the conformity of the person with the 
highest (third) level of fluency in the official language82. 

Unlike citizenship that can be lost by renouncing or revocation83, the Law does not provide 

78 Cabinet Regulation No. 133 of 21.02.2012.
 
79 People younger than 20 years, people in pension age, people with disability.
 
80 People requiring treatment abroad, individuals who need to leave the country due to illness or death of a relative,
 
youth on trips organised by education institutions, people who have changed their surname due to marriage and
 
applied within 30 days after the marriage date, people who have submitted documents within 30 days after 

obtaining Latvian citizenship.

81 Law On the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality Record of 13.05.2009.
 
82 Exceptions are made for people with disabilities and people older than 75 years of age – who only need to have
 
an average (second) level of fluency in the official language.

83 MFA website, Latvian Citizenship http://www.mfa.gov.lv/en/service/consular-services/4727/
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procedure or reasons for which a person could lose their ethnicity. There are also no 
consequences that could be foreseen from the acquisition or loss of Latvian ethnicity in 
relation to a person’s civil status. 

Aside the procedure foreseen in the Law on the Change of a Given Name, Surname and 
Nationality Record, a ethnicity of a child is entered in the Birth Register alongside other 
information (see Section 1.1.7 – 1) if parents wish so and their ethnicity is indicated in their 
personal identification documents84. 

2.6 Death 

	 Briefly describe the rules in force on death. 

	 What are the connecting factors to establish applicable rules where there is a 
conflict of laws? 

	 Must deaths of nationals abroad be registered in your country’s registration 
services? 

	 Must deaths in your country of foreign nationals be declared to your country’s 
registration services? 

	 Any additional information. 

The period in which a fact of death must be notified to the GR office, by whom as well as the 
content of the Death Certificate are described in Section 1.1.7 above. 

A death of a Latvian national abroad must be registered in a Representation, if for whatever 
reason this cannot be registered with the responsible foreign institution. The fact of death 
has to be notified orally or in writing, not later than six clear days from the date of death or 
the date the deceased was found. 

The obligation to notify of the death lies with a spouse, other family members, apartment or 
house owner, any other person who was present at the time of death or was otherwise 
informed of the death. 

The proof of the death of one of the following: 

	 Hospital issued a statement; 

	 Court judgment attesting the fact of death; 

	 Court judgment pronouncing person to be dead.  

According to Section 11 of the Cabinet Regulation No 90485 a foreigner can register a civil 
status document in his or her diplomatic or consular representation. If this representation is 
not registering civil status documents, these can be registered in a Latvian GR Office. 
Pursuant to Section 8 (2) of the CSDL, A GR office shall immediately inform the Consular 
Department of the MFA regarding the registration of a fact of a foreigner’s death. 

84 Civil Status Document Law, Section 24. 
85 Cabinet Regulation Nr 904 of 03.12.2005. 
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Furthermore, in line with Section 72 of the Regulation No 904 if the fact of foreigner’s death 
has been registered in the Republic of Latvia, the identification documents of the foreigner 
must be handed over to the Consular Department of the MFA. 
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INFORMATION SOURCES 

I. Case law 

No prominent and relevant case law was identified in Latvia regarding the civil status 
document registration, change of civil status register entries or the recognition of foreign 
civil status documents and their effects in Latvia and Latvian - abroad. The databases of the 
Republic of Latvia Supreme Court (http://www.at.gov.lv/en/info/search-in-decisions/) and 
Latvian Judicial Portal (http://juridika.tiesas.lv/) as well as other sources were reviewed. 

II. National regulation 

	 Civil Law of Latvia, 28 January 1937 (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=225418 and with English translation 
www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/The_Civil_Law.doc) 

	 Latvian Administrative Violations Code (with amendments to 22 December 2011) 
(in Latvian http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=89648&version_date=01.01.2012 
and with English translation (outdated version) 
www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Latvian_Administrative_Vi 
olations_Code.doc) 

	 Law on Administrative Territories and Populated Areas of, 18 December 2008 (in 
Latvian http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=185993 and with English translation 
www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Law_On_Administrative_T 
erritories_and_Populated_Areas.doc) 

	 Law on Religious Organisations, 10 October 1995, (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=36874 with English translation: 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Law_On_Religious_ 
Organisations.doc) 

	 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Instruction Nr 12, 14 July 2009, Procedures for the 
Setting up, Updating and Utilisation of the False and Authentic Documents 
Information System, Issued pursuant to Section 72, Paragraph one, Clause 2 of 
the State Administration Structure Law (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=195371&from=off and with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Citi/Cab._Instr._No._12_
_False_and_Authentic_Documents_Information_System.doc) 

	 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation No. 457, 28 June 2012 on state charges on 
the amount of the civil registration and payment procedures (in Latvian only: 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=111576) 

	 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 114, 2 March 2004, Rules for personal 
names writing and use in Latvian language as well as their identification, (in 
Latvian only http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=85209) 

	 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 133, 21 February 2012, Rules on state 
fees for identity documents issued, Issued in accordance with the law of identity 
documents (in Latvian only http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=244579) 
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 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 1333, 24 November 2009, Regulations 
Regarding the Price List of Payable Consular Services Provided by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, issued pursuant to the law on Budget and Financial Management 
Article 5(9) (in Latvian http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=201108 and with English 
translation 
www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/MK_Noteikumi/Cab._Reg._No._1 
333_
_Price_List_of_Payable_Consular_Services_Provided_by_the_Ministry_of_Foreign 
_Affairs.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 134, 21 February 2012, Regulation on 
personal identification documents, Issued in accordance with the Personal 
Identification Documents Law (in Latvian only 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=244720&from=off) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 186, 20 March 2012 Regulations for 
Public Document Legalisation Issued pursuant to Sections 6 and 12 of the Law On 
Document Legalisation (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=245625&from=off with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/MK_Noteikumi/Cab._Reg._ 
No._186_-_Legalisation_of_Public_Documents.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 187, 20 March 2012, Regulations 
Regarding the State Fee for the Legalisation of Public Documents, Issued pursuant 
to Section 5 of the Law On Document Legalisation (in Latvian only 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=245626&from=off) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 291, 22 August 2000, Procedures for the 
Certification of Document Translations in the Official Language, Issued pursuant 
to Section 10, Paragraph three of the Official Language Law (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=10127 with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/MK_Noteikumi/Cab._Reg._ 
No._291_-_Certification_of_Document_Translations_.doc ) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 521, 5 July 2011, Procedures for the 
Receipt and Examination of Applications for Naturalisation, Issued pursuant to 
Section 17, Paragraph two of the Citizenship Law (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=232793&from=off with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/MK_Noteikumi/Cab._Reg._ 
No._521_-_Receipt_and_Examination_of_Applications_for_Naturalisation.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulation Nr 904, 3 December 2005, Regulations on 
civil registration procedures of the civil registry samples, record keeping 
procedures and deadlines, as well as sample documents that are issued based on 
the registry entries (in Latvian only http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=122684) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Regulations Nr 884, 18 December 2007, The Ministry 
of Justice's charge service fees (in Latvian only 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=168388) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Rules No. 425, 15 May 2009 provides rules for 
establishing list clergymen, who have the right to solemnise marriages (in Latvian 
only http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=191907) 

 Republic of Latvia, Cabinet Rules Nr 225, 10 March 200, Rules of the Population 
Register and the primary registration form in the filling procedure, Issued 
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pursuant to Section 6 of the Population 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=189072) 

Register (in Latvian only 

 Republic of Latvia, Citizenship Law, 25 August 1994 (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=57512 and with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Citizenship_Law.do 
c) 

 Republic of Latvia, Civil Status Documents Law, 17 March 2005 (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=104832, with English translation from the 
Latvian State Language Centre: 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Civil_Status_Docu 
ments_Law.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Document Legalisation Law, 18 April 2007 (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=155411 and with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Document_Legalisa 
tion_Law.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Law On Budget and Financial Management (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=201108 with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/MK_Noteikumi/Cab._Reg._ 
No._1333_
_Price_List_of_Payable_Consular_Services_Provided_by_the_Ministry_of_Foreign 
_Affairs.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Law on the Change of a Given Name, Surname and Nationality 
Record, 13 May 2009 (in Latvian http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=191209 with 
English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/On_the_Change_of 
_a_Given_Namex_Surname_and_Nationality_Record.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, MFA website, Document 
http://www.am.gov.lv/en/service/consular-services/legalisation/ 

legalisation 

 Republic of Latvia, MFA website, Latvian
http://www.mfa.gov.lv/en/service/consular-services/4727/ 

 Citizenship 

 Republic of Latvia, MFA website, Requesting Documents 
http://www.am.gov.lv/en/service/consular-services/requesting/ 

from Abroad 

 Republic of Latvia, Ministry of Justice website (Latvian
http://www.tm.gov.lv/lv/sadarbiba/8-starptautiskie-tiesiskas-palidzibas
ligumi.html) 

 only 

 Republic of Latvia, Official Language Law, 9 December 1999 (only in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=85209&from=off) 

 Republic of Latvia, Personal Identification Documents Law, 15 February 2012 (in 
Latvian http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=243484&from=off and (outdated) 
English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Personal_Identificat 
ion_Documents_Law_.doc) 

 Republic of Latvia, Population Register Law, 24 September 1998 (in Latvian 
http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=49641 with English translation 
http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/Population_Registe 
r_Law_.doc) 
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